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D-Day Dice: Overlord is dedicated to all the civilian populations who  

suffered through the horrors of World War II on both sides of the conflict.
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OVERVIEW 

Welcome to Overlord! This expansion to D-Day Dice adds new content that 
transforms your cooperative game into a competitive one. This “Campaign 
Mode” allows for a bigger player count, so we have also included 2 new playable 
countries. Whether you play solo or with big groups, Overlord is guaranteed to 
change the way you play the game!

general components

These components work with any regular game of D-Day Dice. 

1 Ranking Specialist  The War Correspondent.

4 Awards  Add the Bronze Cross, the Voluntary Service Medal, the Cross 
of Valour and the Order of the Red Cross to your regular Awards deck.

2 Battle Maps  Gold Beach (single Bunker version) and Strongpoint Daimler.

p4

* 8 versions, each with a different ability depending on the player’s color/country.

30 tokens, 2-sided

15 Soldier tokens and 
15 Skull tokens (color on  
1 side, gray on the other)

Award rules: p. 8 of the D-Day Dice rulebook

4 AwardsThe War Correspondent  
Ranking Specialist 

The Rookie Officer  
Specialist *

DDRE11-US ©WFG

ROOKIE
OFFICER

Add 1 to each 
MGF die     in
your Sector.

= +1

1 Neutral Card Set (details on  
     p. 2 of the Campaign Book)

2 Battle Maps 1 board/2-sided

36 Mulligan 
tokens

CAMPAign A: the longest day 

SHARE THE PAIN  For All 3 Raids in This Campaign
For each active  you obtain, give another Unit a corresponding  token to be added to its next Final Tally. 

RAID A-1: BEACHHEAD

Start  + 6 Soldiers 
+ 2 Courage

  Find the Flame-Thrower in 
adjacent Column. 

  Conquer the Bunker in your 
Column.

RAID A-2: BREAKTHROUGH

Start  + 5 Soldiers 
+ 3 Courage  
+ 1 Regular/Reserve/Legendary 
Specialist from previous Raid 

  Conquer the Bunker in your 
Column. 

  Capture German runners, if 
possible.

Ammo Run    One Unit from each Team must gain Special Find RWB 
and renounce it while standing in row 3 of another Column.

Synchronized Fire   All Sector 9s must be occupied simultaneously 
during any phase 6.  If not, all Bunkers are +15 DEF.

Race To The Flames   The Flame-Thrower can only be found for free 
by the first Unit to reach either Able Sector 12, Baker Sector 12  
or Charlie Sector 13 (use red tokens as reminders).

Mutual Admiration Society   When a Unit rallies a Unique or Ranking 
Specialist, it chooses a Unit from a rival Team: that Unit  
gains Courage equal to Specialist’s cost.

RAID A-3: SPEARHEAD

Start  + 5 Soldiers 
+ 2 Courage  
+ 15 Item Points  
+ up to 2 Regular/Reserve/
Legendary Specialists from 
previous Raid

  Find ammo and fire the howitzers. 

  Conquer the Bunker in your 
Column.

Fanatic Defenders   To enter Bunker the first time, must have a Flame-
Thrower (FT). It can only be found in the most distant Sector of third 
row, in the adjacent Column to the left (right for Able). Each Team 
designates a Unit to find the FT. If it can’t be found for any reason, the 
Unit finds an Empty Flame-Thrower for 0 Item Pts. This ADDS 10 to the 
DEF of the Bunker, but allows entry.

Beach Clean-Up   Last Unit to conquer its Bunker gains 3 AP.

Run, Runners, Run!   Place red tokens in Able Sector 15, Baker Sector 
16 & Charlie Sector 16. Tokens can be picked up. First is  
worth 3 AP, second worth 2 AP, and third worth one 1 AP.

Pinned-Down Officers (Multi Pool)   Lieutenant, Colonel and Captain 
cannot be rallied normally. Place green token in each  
Sector 9. First Unit to reach a token in Column other than its own 
picks up that token and rallies any of these Specialists (first come,  
first served). Team may rally more than 1.

Pinned-Down Officers (Single Pool)   Able Team rallies Colonel for 
free, Baker the Captain and Charlie the Lieutenant. Place numbered 
token in each Sector 9 (#1 in Able, #2 in Baker, etc). When a Unit 
reaches a token, it rallies for free the corresponding Specialist from 
the Team he was in:

#1 Lieutenant  |  #2 Colonel  |  #3 Captain

able  baker  charlie  
raid a-1 Silver Star Bronze Star Victoria Cross

raid a-2  Legion of Merit Purple Heart Distinguished Service Order

raid a-3  Medal of Honor Long Service Medal Memorial Cross

RECOMMENDED AWARDS

p10

Campaign Book

6 Player Aids
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1 Unit Marker die 

1 Unit Marker die 

1 Player  Aid

1 Player  Aid

6 RWB dice (1 set of  
2 red, 2 white, 2 blue) 

6 RWB dice (1 set of  
2 red, 2 white, 2 blue) 

1 Resource Card 

1 Resource Card 

6 Regular Specialists

6 Regular Specialists

5 Reserve Specialists

5 Reserve Specialists

p5

p5

module 2 components match the starting components for d-day dice.

module 3 components match the starting components for d-day dice.
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Module 1: campaigns
Refer to the accompanying Campaign Book for this play mode. That book also 
contains detailed descriptions of 3 playable campaigns.

Introducing the Rookie Officer

This new Regular Specialist comes in 8 different versions, each with a different 
ability depending on the player’s color/country. Versions for Poland (black) from 
War Stories, and SHAEF (pink) from Way To Hell, are also included. 

The Rookie Officer is included here for the Campaigns “The Longest Night” and 
“Blind Assault”, found in the Campaign Book. He has a negative ability, and is 
not designed to be rallied in regular games (unless using the optional rules 
below). 

Contrary to other Specialists, the Rookie Officer’s ability is always active: it 
cannot be ignored.

In the event of a conflict of rules, the Rookie Officer’s ability overrides 
everything else (including Awards).

Optional rules for the Rookie Officer

Captain O’Crappy

Each Unit starts the game with a Rookie Officer. He can only be lost through 
MGF Special Damage, game effects that specifically target Specialists (like the 
Purple Heart), or by paying his cost in Stars. 

If you still have him in your Unit when you reach Sector 9 or higher, draw an 
Award of your choice. If you still have him when entering the final Bunker, he 
lets your Unit ignore MGF.

If playing with Victory Points, starting the game with the Rookie Officer gives 
you 10 VP, and winning the game with him earns you an extra 20 VP.

Major McMoron (multiplayer)

Shuffle all the Rookie Specialists together and randomly pick one: that card will 
be Major McMoron for the rest of the game. Randomly select one Unit at the 
start of the game: that Unit has the dubious honor of rallying the Major for free. 
He cannot be lost, killed or sacrificed, but you can get rid of him is by earning a 
Leadership or a Battle Cry RWB: this allows the Unit to give the Major to another 
Unit of its choice for free (the Major cannot be refused).

If playing with Victory Points, all Units that had the pleasure of hosting Major 
McMoron earn a bonus of 15 VP.
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Major McMoron (solitaire)

When you earn your first RWB of the game, the Rookie Specialist joins your 
Unit for free. This is Major McMoron, and he is active (his ability affects you). He 
cannot be lost, killed or sacrificed. If you gain a Leadership RWB or Battle Cry 
RWB, he becomes silenced (turn the card face-down and ignore his ability). 
However, every time you earn one of these RWBs his status is toggled, switching 
back to the other side! 

If playing with Victory Points, Major McMoron gives you 20 VP.

ModuleS 2 & 3:  
greece & norway

All the necessary components for 2 new countries are included – Greece and 
Norway! These new player colors offer unique RWB bonuses.

Game Start

When players select their countries and choose Greece or Norway, take the 
matching Specialist deck, Unit Marker, and Resource card. Follow the rest of 
Game Start as shown in the base game rulebook, p. 4.   

greece or norway as a 5th (or 6th) player

Follow the normal setup rules as you would for 4 players. Don’t adjust the 
number of Special Items per Battle Map; you can never have more than those 
listed under the Map’s description. All other rules of the game apply normally.

GREECE DURING WWII

Greece’s defense against Fascist Italy in 1940 
led to the first Axis defeat of the War. It took 
the powerful Nazi army another year to 
bring down the country. Even then, Greek 
resistance was mighty. 

Adolf Hitler commented that “…of the enemies who took up positions against 
us, the Greek soldier particularly fought with the highest courage.” Winston 
Churchill added: “Hence we will not say that Greeks fight like heroes, but we will 
say that heroes fight like Greeks.” 

Various Greek troops fought alongside the British in the North African and 
Italian Campaigns, and its fleet proved particularly useful to the Allies, helping 
them notably during the invasion of Normandy.
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NORWAY DURING WWII

Despite being a neutral nation at the start 
of World War II, Norway was invaded by 
Germany in April 1940. The Royal family and 
the cabinet left the country to establish a 
government-in-exile in London and keep 
control of its Air Force and Navy (most of the country’s ground forces were 
stranded on the continent). 

The Royal Norwegian fleet was an important part of the Allied armada on 
D-Day. Norwegian commandos helped the Allies in many operations, including 
various raids against the Nazis on the Norwegian coast. Meanwhile, occupied 
Norway was governed by a puppet regime led by Nazi collaborator Vidkun 
Quisling, whose name became synonymous with “traitor” in many languages. 

Bonus Optional Rules
These optional rules inspired by the Campaign Mode can be applied to any 
regular of D-Day Dice.

CARRY ON!

If your Unit is wiped out, it can re-enter the battlefield. Here’s how:

• Unit Marker: You must “Retreat” (the opposite of Advancing) at least once, 
up to 2 Sectors away, and ignore destination Sector requirements. This 
means moving your Unit Marker back through the last Advance line you 
crossed, while remaining on the same Battle Map. See the Example below.

• Specialists: Lose all except 1 of your choice. Your other Specialists become 
available again: Regular, Reserve and Legendary return to your hand; 
Unique and Ranking return to the pool. Specialists you lost earlier in the 
game also become available. 

• Keep: all your Items, Item Points, Stars, Courage, unused Awards and other 
card types (Vehicles, Servicemen, Badges, Special Missions, etc). 

• Sectors Reset: You can now re-visit Sectors you visited before. 

• Gain Resources: Your Unit gains a number of Soldiers equal to twice the 
current DEF of the new Sector, plus a total of Stars and Courage equal to 
the number of that Sector, divided any way. See DEF note (following page). 

Since this optional rule takes out the possibility of losing the game, it is highly 
recommended to play with the Victory Points (VP) optional rule found on p.16 
of the base game rulebook. A Unit loses 40 points every time it is wiped out.
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Example of Carry On!: If your Unit is wiped out storming the Bunker 
Sector of Omaha Beach, you can return to Sector 9 (adjacent to the 
Bunker), Sector 7, or Sector 8 (2 Sectors away). 

Carry On example: 
A Unit is wiped out 
at the Bunker.

It must 
Retreat 1 
Sector... 

...and may retreat 
1 additional 
Sector (player's 
choice).

Suppose you choose Sector 8; with its DEF of 10, you will receive 20 
Soldiers plus 5 Courage and 3 Stars (the number of the Sector divided 
any way between these two resources). You do not need to have a Scout 
to return to this Sector (Carry On ignores Sector requirements) so you 
choose to keep your Captain to help you gain more RWBs. You now need 
to rally a Medic to enter Sector 9 and mount a new attack on the Bunker.

If the DEF of the new Sector has multiple DEF values  Take the highest one 
into account when determining the Soldiers you gain. If it is a “Fight Once” 
Sector, gain Soldiers equal to its full DEF once (not twice). If the Sector has a 
reduced DEF because of a game effect (like a Bangalore Torpedo or the Tank), 
use the current value of the Sector. If that Sector offers a benefit when first 
visited (an Award or a free Specialist, for example), you do not benefit from it. 

MULLIKENS

At the start of the game, give each player 3 Mulligan Tokens. Each token 
can be discarded to allow a Unit to re-roll all its dice from its first roll. 

If playing with the Victory Points (VP) optional rule found on p.16 of the 
base game rulebook, each Mulligan Token used during the game subtracts 5 VP 
from your total. 

DESPERATE MEASURES

Place all the Mulligan tokens in a token pool. When obtaining any RWB, players 
have the option of renouncing their RWB bonus to take 1 Mulligan Token from 
the pool. There are no limits to the number of tokens that may be drawn per 
turn or per player. Tokens can be discarded back to the token pool during any 
Phase 1 to add 1 result of your choice, in any color, to your Final Tally. A player 
may discard more than 1 counter at the same time to add multiple results.
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BATTLE MAP DESCRIPTIONS
If playing with the “Last Man Standing” optional rules from D-Day Dice: War 
Stories, each Battle Map description below includes the number of bonus 
Soldiers to add to your Unit at game start. See the War Stories rulebook, p. 
11, for more details.

gold BEACH
June 6th, 1944, 0737
King Red Sector

Map 

N-03

This Map is dedicated to Captain Logan Scott-Bowden, Sergeant Bruce Ogden-
Smith and to the brave Commandos of the Combined Operations Pilotage  

Parties (COPP), who covertly swam to the Normandy beaches during the  
1943-44 winter to reconnoitre the sites, take soil samples and analyze  

German defenses in preparation for the D-Day landings.

available special items for this battle map

  bazooka   flak vest   gammon bomb   signalling lamp

This alternate version of Gold Beach has 1 less Bunker than the one 
included in the D-Day Dice core game. Although designed to be played 
in the Campaign Mode, it can also be included in any normal game. As 
there is only 1 Bunker to conquer on this Map, there are no special rules for 
solitaire play.

   Starting Sector 1    Start with 4 Soldiers.
        Starting Sector 2    Start with 1 Soldier and the Veteran.

Shooting Gallery   Units with a Sharpshooter ignore  
MGF damage. MGF is still rolled for Units that don’t have 
a Sharpshooter.

Last Man Standing bonus Soldiers, revised = 55

B
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strongpoint daimler
June 6th, 1944, 1702
château d’eau, ouistreham, sword beach

Map 

N-24
This Map is dedicated to Major Robert H. Barber and the brave men of the  

East Yorkshire Regiment, who liberated the village of Ver-sur-Mer, 
including Strongpoints Sole (WN-14) and Daimler (WN-12).

available special items for this battle map

  bazooka   flak vest   gammon bomb   wirecutters

The wall over Sector 13 is impassable and cannot be crossed by any 
means. The only way to reach Bunker 3 is through Bunker 1 or Bunker 2. 
See the Command Post, below.

   Starting Sector 1    Start with 4 Soldiers.
        Starting Sector 2    Start with 3 Soldiers and 1 Courage.

 Command Post: Observation Post (mandatory)  The first 
Unit to enter this Sector decides which of the 2 pillboxes 
(Bunker 1 or Bunker 2) can be entered to access the main 
Bunker (Bunker 3). Once this decision is made, the other 
pillbox cannot be entered by any means.

 “Fight Once” Sector: This Sector has 2 different DEF values: 
the 1st (and highest) is the one used in the very first combat 
by the first Unit to enter. Once this combat is resolved, the 
Sector takes the grayed 2nd value (0). If 2 or more Units enter 
the Sector at the same time, they decide among themselves 
who fights first. The other Units will benefit from the reduced 
DEF.

  Free Specialist here: Lieutenant  The first Unit to enter 
this Sector automatically rallies the Lieutenant for free. The 
Lieutenant cannot be rallied otherwise, even by game effects 
that allow players to rally an unavailable Specialist.
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  Free Specialist here: Engineer  The first Unit to enter 
this Sector automatically rallies the Engineer for free. The 
Engineer cannot be rallied otherwise, even by game effects 
that allow players to rally an unavailable Specialist. 

 If a Unique Specialist is already rallied, the Engineer cannot be 
rallied here. 

 If that Unique Specialist is lost afterward, another Unit 
entering this Sector will be able to rally the Engineer for free.

  Volatile Sector   During Phase 4, before movement, Units 
lose 1 Soldier for each  icon they have.

  Pillbox   The main Bunker (Bunker 3) can only be entered after 
a certain number of  icons has been discarded inside the 
chosen pillbox (the pillbox selected by the first team to enter 
the Command Post). Icons don’t need to be discarded at the 
same time, or by the same Units. The number of  required 
is determined by the total number of players in the game.

   1–2 players = 3    
   3 or more players = 6    

 Special Award Sector   The first Unit to enter this Sector 
automatically draws an Award of its choice. Only 1 Award per 
game can be earned this way. Reminder: the wall at the top of 
this Sector is impassable.

 Attack path   The Courage needed to enter the Bunker 
depends on the Sector you are coming from.

Last Man Standing bonus Soldiers = 120
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